Topic Umbrella – Year 5 – Beech Class

CLASS: BEECH CLASS – Y5

TERM: WHITSUN 2017

As with most schools, we have now fully embedded the new national curriculum. We have decided to teach using a topic based approach to add relevance and to allow children
to discover the important links between different curriculum areas. Below you can see the Year 5 topic umbrella for Whitsun term. Our topic is ‘Chocolate’ and you can see how
the different subjects link together under common Geography/history topics. (Maths and some other subjects have not been included because curriculum requirements mean
that they are usually taught as separate subjects.) Children will be given the opportunity to research and pursue areas of personal interest within the topic and are encouraged to
bring in any relevant artefacts, books or photos etc. The topic will begin with our trip to Cadbury’s World!

UMBRELLA TOPIC: GEOGRAPHY/HISTORY – Chocolate
ENGLISH:

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY:


How could we make our own
chocolate product?
 What would we need to do
before it was ready to sell in a
shop?
Children will work to test, design
and then make their own
chocolate bar/product. This will
include the product, packaging
and marketing needed.

SCIENCE:
 How are the life cycles
of plants and animals
the same/different?

We will be writing the follow text types:
- A story set in an exotic country.
- A non-chronological report on how chocolate is made
- A poster to persuade people to buy Fair trade chocolate
- Poems about chocolate!
-

ART & DESIGN:
 Who was Henri Rousseau and how
was he inspired by jungle scenes?
 How did he capture the vibrancy
and exoticness of the jungle?
Children will look the bright, vibrant
artwork of French post- impressionist
painter Henri Rousseau. They will study
his depictions of exotic jungles and
animals, recreating their own versions
using paint, collage or other media.



 Where do Cocoa beans come from?
 How are they processed in to chocolate?
 What is ‘fair trade’?
The children look at the countries and climates
that allow cocoa beans to grow and how they
are turned in to chocolate. We will also discuss
chocolate industry and the importance of fair
trade products to third world growers
INDEPENDENT SUBJECT

COMPUTING:

RE: What is Pentecost? What is the Holy
Spirit? We will be looking at the story of
Pentecost and the relevance of the Holy Spirit
to Christians. The children will represent and
interpret the story in different ways.

*MyMaths homework will be set every Friday starting from 12th May

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT

GEOGRAPHY:

INDEPENDENT SUBJECT
Children will look at the
anatomy and reproduction
of different plants and
animals – we will focus
especially on some
Argentinian species.

LANGUAGES: FRENCH

Creating and Publishing:
Children will create simple websites about
their new chocolate product. They will
create pages and allow users to navigate
between them using simple hyperlinks.
The children will look at images, sounds and
other media that can be included in their
website.

Home/School reading records are needed in School every day.



How to talk about interests and
hobbies (cont…)
Write short sentences about their
favourite hobbies or interests

MUSIC:
 What sort of music is important in
Cooca-producing countries such as
Ghana and Ecuador?
Children will listen to music from some cocoaproducing countries. They will comment on
similarities/differences and will learn some
basic songs and rhythms.
INDEPENDENT SUBJECT

PE: Kwik Cricket, Athletics and Indoor rowing
(until half term).

PE will continue to be every Monday

